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Abstract. Closed semi-rings and the closure of matrices over closed :emi-rings are defined and 
semi-rings are structures weaker than the structures s;u&ed by Conway [3] and 
Aho, Hopsroft and Ullman [l]. Examples of closed semi-rings and closure operations are given, 
including P~Z case of semi-rings on which the closure of an element is not always defined. Two 
algorithms are proved to compute the closure of a matrix over any ciosed semi-ring; the first one 
based on Gauss-Jordan elimination is a generalization of algorithms by Warshall, Floyd and 
Kleene; trle second one based on Gauss elimination has been studied by Tarjan [ll, 121, from the 
complexity point of view in a slightly different framework. Simple semi-rings, where the closure 
operation for elements is trivial, are defined and it is shown that the closure of an n x n-matrix 
over a simple semi-ring is the sum of its powers of degree less than n. Dijkstra semi-rings are 
defined and it is shown that the rows of the closure of a matrix over a Dijkstra semi-ring, can be 
computed by a gshleralized version of Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
Warshall’s algorithm for computing the tran * ive closure of a Boolean matrix, 
Floyd’5 algori m for minimum-cost paths, 
language can e defined by a regular expression and 
inverting real matrices are different interpretations of th 
(with one counter and an array)‘. 
meaning of th63 algebraic operations is left unint 
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applied. The proof of correctness will be of crlgebraic tylcpe and under assumptions 
weaker than those made in previous works ([l-3]), and without introducing infinite 
sums. 
The feeling that the numerical problem of inverting real matrices was closely 
related to some paths problems in graph* ‘5, has been part of the folklore of the 
subject for some time and has been recent!y expressed by Gondran ‘[6], Backhouse 
and Carr6 f2] and Tarjan [ll]; this work shows that, in a precise sense, both 
problems are special cases of the same general problem and proposes general 
algorithms which, when specialized, reduce to the methods mentioned above. 
The main novelty of this work is the ‘definition of the closure of matrix by 
induction on the size of the matrix using a decomposition into submatrices. It is 
shown that such a definition implies the classical equation 
In structures where (I) has more than one solution it is the author’s experience that 
it is always a simple task to show equivalence of the inductive definition used and of 
any other reasonable definition, for example by means of least solutions to (l), 
when a suitable order can be defined. 
We shall consider algebras of the type (S, + , l , * ,O, 1) where S is a set, + : S x 
S -* S and * : S ~1: S + S are binary operations, * : S --, S is a unary operation, and 
0 f S .I! E S are constants. + will be called addition, - multiplication and * closu:re. 
In w,ritirTg expressions we shall choose the infix notation a + b for + (a, b), $2 l b 
for l (a, b) and a” for “(a), assume that closure has precedence over the other 
operations and multiplication over addition. Sometimes we shall also abbreviate 
a - b to ab. 
An aigebra is called a closed semi-ring ifF the following equalities are 
addition is commutative, 
is a unit for a 
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addition (a + a = a), for (a + b)* - (a*b)*b*, a-b)“= 1+-u -(baa)*-b oreven 
for a~O=Wa =O. 
t seems that axioms (c) and (e) asserting the existence of units for addition and 
multiplication are not essential and could have been left out had we chosen to 
iomatize transitive closure proper (<as opposed to reflexive transitive closure) but 
formulae would heave been much longer It seems though that in certain 
\:restir,g applications there is no zero element (see [7] p= 160 where zero is called 
0 1e). 
atnix Operations 
Operations similar to ad ition, multiplication and closure can be defined on n x n 
matrices over a closed semi-ring, that make t is set nearly a closed semi-ring. 
Let A and B be n x n matrices over a closed semi-ring S. 
Let us define 
A + B = [aii -t b,]i jell :nl) . 
The closure operatiolr on matrices is defined inductively on the size of the matrix 
by decomposing the matrix into four sub-matrices. The definition is correct 
because, as will be shown in the next paragraph, the size of the sub-matrices used in 
this decomposition does not bear any relevance on the defintion. 
Definition of the closure of a n x n matrix: 
If ra = 1 [a]* = [a*]. 
If n >l 2nd 
A= 
where, for some 0 < k < n: 
( n-k), the 
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possible and the corresponding identities for matrices hold. This is probably so even 
if ordy the last two identities are assumed. Conversely it is easy to see that the 
validity of the above replacement implies the last two i entities in the presence of 
the first one. 
et us now define two matrices of constants: 
On = [Gj]i,jE[Z:n] with Cij = 0 for i, j E [l : n], 
1 ifi=j 
with &j := 
0 otherwise. 
ft is easy to verify that the analog of identities (a), (b), (c), (d) and (f) hold for 
mat rices. 
NW, The analogue of (e): A l I,, = I,, l A = A does not hold. 
Corrzct;zzss of the inductive definition of closure 
“‘he proof that the size of the sub-rj;;Strices involved in the definition is irrelevant 
boils down to computing the closure of a matrix with nine sub-matrices in two 
oifferent ways: 
and 
A B C -__I D E F 
G fir;- 
and verifying nine identities. The verification is trivial using commutativity and 
associativity of matrix addition, associativity of matrix multiplication and dis- 
trlbutivity of matrix multiplication over matrix addition. 
Note. Axiom (g) is not used in this proof. The verification is carried out in 
Appendix I of [9 
Compt4tim of a partial closed semi-ring 
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are n X n matrices over a closed semi-ring then: 
l A, 
63 
(2) A(I,, + B) = 
[(In + B) l A],j = C (Sir, + bik)aki = 1 l aii + bii l ai] + (0 + bik jar, 
k=l,n 
= C&j + hkakp 
symmetrically for (2). 0 
. 
If A is a n x n matrix then : 
A* =&,+A-A*=I,+A**A. 
Proof. The two equalities bekg symmetric let us just prove the first OIX By 
itlduction on n. 
If n=I a*=C+a*a* by (g). If n B 1 suppose 
A= C:kxk. 
With A = F +- EC*D, by definition: 
C*-+C*DA*EC* C*DA* 
A* = 
A “IX* A* 
CC* + CC*DA *EC* + DA *EC* CC* PA * + DA * 
A -A” = 
EC* + EC*DA*EC* + FAEC* EC”DA*+FA* 
But by tht5 inauction hypothesis: 
C* = k+CK* and 
By Lemma 2.1: . 
* = * 7 
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Then 
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= A * by the induction hypothesis. q 
. A-A”=A+A*A*vt=A*~A. 
of. By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. 0 
=1,+A+AA*A. 
isy Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3. q 
. B+AA*B==A*BandB+.BA*A=BA”. 
By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. n 
3, 
Book;zrp, sei-&-ting : ((0, I}, v, A, T,Q, 1) where T(0) = T(1) == 1. The closure of 9 
YBoolean matrix is its transitive and reflexive closure. A prosf of that fact can be 
obtained either directly by induction or using Section 5 on simple semi-rings. 
(3, U { + w}, Min, -:- ,Z, + =,O} where 3, is the set of non-negative real numbers 
is a closed semi-ring where Z(a) = 0 a E R, U { + 00). The closure of .a matrix over 
this semi-ring is the m:nimum-cost matrix for the labekd graph yielded by the 
matrix. 
(3 u (+ 30, -- 3.?], Min, +, *. + m,O} where 3 is the set oit” real numbers and 
0 ifa 
&k = 
--5; if a < 0, 
is a closed semi-rin if (+q+(-q= +m. 
atrix gives the minimum-cost matrix for the corresponding 
- 3~ when there are paths of cost as sm ~11 as desired. 
sed semi-rings,, and so is 
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More generally if L is a lattice with operations v and A and bottom (L) and top 
(T) then (L,v, A, T, I, T} with T(a) = T is a closed semi-ring. 
VW”), u :,* , 4, E( is a closed semi-ring if C is an alphabet E the empty 
word, . concatenation and 
A*= u Ai. 
iEN 
u b4, + 9 ‘3 s,O, 1) is a closed semi-ring for 
1 w = I_u for a# 1 and l*= u 
a+u=u+a=u, u*a=a.u=u and u*=u. he same is true if 9 is 
replaced by C. 
In this closed semi-ring, if a matrix A is such that A * does not contain u then 
A* = (I - A)-’ (A does not contain u either), by Theorem 2.2. A-’ may be . 
computed by computing the closure of I - A, at least if (I - A)* does not contain u. 
Unfortunately there are non-singular matrices A such that (I - A)* does contain 
u. Still if P is a perk utation matrix such that (I - PA)* does not contain u then 
(I- PA)“=(PA)-’ = A-‘P-’ and (I - PA)*P = A-‘, and the computation of A-’ 
. 
may be reduced to that of closure. 
Conversely, if A is non-singular there is a permtrtation matrix P such that PA 
can be inverted by Gaussian elimination without pivoting. As shall be seen later 
Gaussian elimination method without pivoting applied on I.3 computes (I - B)*, 
then (I - PA )* = (PA )-’ and does not contain u. 
Eke,*, Ax I, Axx) is a closed semi-ring if L is a complete lattice with zero 
element I (I Ll a = Q > and upper-operation U, F is the set of all functions: L + L 
satisfying: 
f(UA)-U{f(a)laEA} foranyACL,A#@ (2) 
U is defined by cf U g)(x) = f(x) L-l g(x) with an obvious notational ambiguity, 0 is 
function composition, Ax I the constant function botto 
* is defined by: 
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An algorithm WI ‘:: now be; presented, to compute ;he closure of a matrix. 
\ -algori,“dzrP3 ([iO, 13, 5, 81) 
aij E S closed semi-ring 
iY jj+A [i, j]; 
Gutput: R[i, j] for i, j E [l : n] 
hrc;z. St1 nil IIlk& f -- ':..-=- is z HAP ?' = j and 0 otherwise 
This algorithm iI% a stra,gntforward translation of Kleene’s proof that every 
regular language can be represented ?+y a regular expression. Floyd’s algorithm for 
minimum-cost pathis in directed graphs is a specialization of the above algorithm to 
the case where a * == 1 Va E § and Warshall’s algorithm for the transitive closure of 
Boolean matrices is its speclaliz&,.l to the cEosed ser;li-ring (0, I}. 
The algorithm computes the “transitive” closura of 14 in A, and its “transitive 
and reflexive” closure in B. Its specialization to the closed semi-ring 9 {u} is 
method for matrices, without 
tatements used of two the 0~ of ALGOL, 
indicating that order in alues are is of 
j E : n] is an abbreviation for: (i, j)E [l : n] X 
[ 1 : n]. The algcrithm uses n + 1, different matrices Ak (0 s k c n) for simplicity. It 
is not di%cult to write an equivalent algorithm using only one such matrix, taking 
care that entries in the matrix are not changed before they are used. 
e shall now proceed to proving that WFIS-algorithm computes in the closure 
n matrix let us define C [i, k J[i, r] to be its submatrix consisting 
columns j to 1. (1 s i s k s II, 1 s j s I s n). To simplify this 
1[ 1 : n] will be abbreviated to. and the one elem<?nt interval 
I 
is the ith row of .. is the 
algorithm corn&es 
element A [i, j]. 
a se at ricc;:s (k) for 
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We shall now prove that (“) = A + .A l A * * A, th e proof not relying on 
assumption (g). 
J%r any k E[O:n] 
/Ilk)= A + A .[I : k](A 1, : k][l : k])*A [I : k]. 
e convention tkzt A .11 zOl, II : Ol. should just be ignored )I. This 
implies A (“I = A + A 
roof. By induction on k. 
For k=OA(‘)=A. For k=l+l: 
A(k) = ,4 (I) + A ‘;)(A $*A f! (OS I6 n - I)? (1) 
by the preceding matrix-form of WFK-algorithm; and by the induction hypothesis: 
A (‘I = A + A .[I : ,,(A I1 : rlIi : ,])*A [I : II. 69 
Define B = AI, llll.Ij, P = AkIlzlI, Q = AIlzIlk. Then: 
A(? = A.k + &:eIB*Q 
4r.j = A,‘.+ PE” [I.il. 
A:?=Alik+PB*Q. 
Defined =A$=Ak.k+ 
illustrated by Fig. 
A= 
PB*Q. The respective positions of B, P and Q in A are 
I columns 
Fig. 1. 
) ilsing (2) we get: 
11 :11. + .k c .[I : I) k.+ 
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* “B*+B*QL%*PB* B*QA’ 
= 
A”PB” A* I . 
and 
A.rl:kJ(A[l:klll:kl)~A[~:kl. = A,rl:,l(B* + B”‘QA *PB*)Arl:rl. 
+ A.kA *PB*Arwl.+ A .IwlB*QA*Ak.+ A.,cA*A,v 
Comparing with (3) gives A w = A + A .11: kl(A il: kill: $YI E1: kI.. a . _ 
Corolliary 4.2. (using (g) again): R = A *.. 
R - I, + A(“)= P, + A + AA *A and by Corollary 2.4 to Theorem 2.2: 
R=A*, CI 
5. Gauss method 
Another algorithm shall now be introduced for computing the closure of a matrl’x, 
the specialization of which to the semi-ring 3 U (u} is Gauss algorithm for inverting 
reai matrices (without pivoting). 
Gauss algorithm : 
Input: A =L la,]i, j E [l : n] aij E S closed semi-ring 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1’ ) . . 
6. 
‘7. 
8. 
9. 
for each iij E [I : n) do G&J]+A [i, j]; 
I step 1 until n do 
8,; E [k : n] x’ [I : n] do 
G&i, k] l (Gk-Jk, k])*(;k-Jk, j]; 
110. 
13. 
‘[i? j] for i, ii E [I : kt]. 
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In the version presented above the use of memory space is very inefhcient but, as 
with WFK-algorithm, it can be reduced to one n x n matrix by obvious changes. 
The essential differences with WFK are that in statement 3 i runs only from k to 
n instead of from 1 to IL and that a second pass, upwards, takes place ;Ifter 
statement 7. 
The advantage of Gauss method is apparent when ?r;e may suppose that 
l a= Q l 0 = 0 (for all the a’s which arise during the execueion of the algorithm) 
2nd w4en the input matrix A contains a large number of zeros. In this case the 
zeros stay in longer in Gauss method than in WFK. In [ll] Tarjan, under 
assumptions close to ours but seemingly incomparable with them, has shown that, 
with suitable data representation, Gauss method may be implemented in a number 
of basic steps (on a random access machine) which is almost hnea’r in the number of 
non-zero entries in the input matrix for a large class of matrices with restricted zero- 
non-zero structure. The author is hopeful that this remains lirue under the present 
assumptions (when a l 0 = a l 0 = 0). 
We shall now proceed to showing that the above algorithm computes in R’ the 
closure of the input matrix A. References will be made to thle notations used in the 
proof of correctness of WFM. 
Clearly, in matrix notation, the first pass of th? algori.thm (statements 1-4) 
computes of sequence of n + 1 matrices G(O), G(‘)* l l G(") such that: 
G(O)= 1q(o)= A, Gf’)= A(‘), and Gfk)= A[i)nl for 1 s k s n. 
Then in statements 5-6 it computes a matrix B(O) such that 
Bc) ::= A ;‘f) for 1 s k s n, 
or more picturesquely 
B (0) = 
Then in statements 7-8 the algorithm computes a sequence of row vectors 
B’“’ 
?*‘*9 B(l) :uch that: 
B(“) .= B’,q’ = A (n) n. 
‘k) = (0) + k. k[k+1 : n] 
y backwards induction on k 
B (&+I) 
*p = C! + fp’ 
fp+a 
k[k+-1: n] 
. 
: 
jy”) 
= A’kk’+ A(k) 
kIk+I:nl 
by the induction hypothesis. Let us now consider a partition of A into sub-matrices 
such that B is k x k. 
reciseiy: B = A~r:~~~kzkl, @ =AII:k~lk+L:n~, D = A~~+lzrll[~:,+ E = A[~+t:n~~~+l:nl- 
By Theorem 4.1: A@)== A + A,~l:al(Arl:kII1:kJ)*A[l:kl., and A(“)= A + AA%. or 
using the partitio;l into sub-matrices: 
Consequently: 
y corollaries 2.3 and 2.5 to Theorem 2.2: I3 + 
=A*A,C+bWe’=B*C and D+ 
and 
hen: 
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From that it follows that the output matrix R’ is: 
Ai class of closed semr-rings will now be defined in whit 
to perform: a * any a E S. A characterization of the closure of a matrix over 
F simple semi-r be given that relates the closure of a matrix to the su 
labels of the el ry paths between couples o 
Simple semi-rkgs are exactly the 
shows that our definition of closure is a correct 
tion of the transmission 
[ 1 and 21). 
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’ a~a~b=a+~~~a~a,a~b+a*c~B=a*b,O=~=a~O=O.Theiastofthese 
identities is proved by: 0 l a =O+O~a=O(l+a)=-O-1=0. 
The next theorem will provide a llink between cLosure of matrices and labelled 
paths in a graph and be used to prove as a Corollary that, over simple semi-rings, 
closure b(ehaves reasonably with respect o interchanging at the same time rows and 
columns. 
This l;:,st result has already been proved in [3] by Conway (p. Ill) under much 
weaker assumptions (though the whole proof has not been printed) and as it is the 
only result of importance for the next section, a reader familiar with Conway’s 
results and uninterested in graphs may skip to the next section. 
Fundamental property of simple semi- rings 
If A = [aii]j.jctl :fI~ is a it x n matrix over a simple semi-ring and B = A * =: biji,jEll: ,,I 
then 
kl,..., 
kr,..., 
k,mE[h] 
k, all distinct 
and different from i and j. 
A full proof is given in Appendix 2. of [9] and a brief summary will only be given 
here. 
Sketch of the proof of the fwdamental property of simple semi-rings 
There is an obvious ?“zy to look at a n x n matrix as a labelled complete directed 
graph on tt vertices, and to attach a label to all directed paths. 
The fundamental property of simple semi-rings ays that the (i, j)t” element of the 
closure of a matrix A k the sum of the labels of all elementary paths from i t.o j. 
The property can be proved by using the inductive definition of A * or by using the 
fact that A * may be computed by WFM-algorithm. We choose the latter. Ht is 
enough to prove, with the notations used in Section 4 that fJr k E [0 : n], aqk) is the 
sum of the labels of all non-empty elementary paths from i to j the intermediate 
vertices of which are in [l : k]. The assertion is proved by induction on k by simple 
algebraic maniyu!ationc. _ 
A is a n x n matrix over a simple semi-ring 
is the label of a 
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ronelementary path is absorbed by a term of A’ for li < 2 which is the label of a 
shorter elementary path. 0 
Corollary ii.2. If B is the matrix obtained from A by interchanging rows i and j and 
columns i and j t&en B * is obtained from A * by the same exchanges. This is not true 
for a general closed semi-ring but Conway has shown in [3] that it holds if the three 
Ikowing identities hold: 
a-O=O-a=O, (a+b)*=a*(ba)*, (ab)*=l+a(ba)*b. 
3’his implies that if 
A= 
then 
[ 
[ 
‘B C 
I ,DE . 
L* A*CE* 
1 
for A = B + CE*D. 
,E”DA* E*+E*DA*CE* 
7. Dijkstra semi-rings and Dijkstra’s algorithm 
Definition. A Dijkstra semi-ring is a simple semi-rirlg in which 
a 
0 i a-t-b= or. 
b 
Note: It is easy to see that a Dijkstra semi-ring is totally ordered by the relation: 
a .a b iff a + b = a. The addition is then a maximum operation in the ordered set: 
a + b = the maximum of a and b. 
The closure of a matrix over a Dijkstra semi-ring can be computed row by row by 
the following algor2thm. 
Dijkstra ‘s aIgorLhn3 [4] : 
Input: =[Uij]i,jE[l: ] n Uij elements of a ijkstra semi-ring, or E :yE 
, 
+- (or} f
b [or]+j!; 
+- 
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output B = [ ]]ie[l: ,,] is the orth row of A *. Ncotice that statement 5
meaning in a ijkstra semi-ring because of prolpesty (i). 
roof of correcSness I) 
y the corollary to Theorem 6.1 we may suppose that or = 1 and that j in statement 
5 is equal to k. Then the algorithm computes a!,equence of nt rows: !#‘)a . l b(“), the 
iast one being the output, such that: 0 
b(‘) = !I% A 1[2: n]]r 
b(k+l) 1 p + bl;k!* [ok+* A k+1[k+2:n] 1 for lGk<n-1, 
where Ok is a row of k zeroes and b’kk!l is such that 
1 Jk) 
L’k+1 = 
l=k+l 
The correctness of the algorithm follows from: / 
t any k, 1 s k s n 
b@) = (A )iol[I : k J [ .Ji [I : k][k +1: “*I 
where Ik is the identity matrix of size k. 
*)I[!:k] ‘ : b!:‘q A [l:kJ[k+l:n] . 3) 
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am% 
b(k) = Lb (k-1) ,I : k] bff:J A [l:k][k+l:n] I 
2 is left to prove that: b(f.:‘,’ = ( y the induction hypothesis: b$;fB!,, = 
b’kk-‘1 = 
I=k 
” = b’kk-“+ blkS’)(l + B,) for anv column B , 
I=k+l 
= bik-‘)+ b;:;:' :n ]B[k+l: ,,I 
i=k 
= b’kk-I)+ b(k-1) 
[k+l:nj&k+l:n]* 
We may choose 
B=( 1” :k:n][k:n],[2:n]l 
then 
bLk-” = bf;2::; (A [k : n][k : ,$!I 
because in a simple i-ring the diagonal of a closure matrix contains only ones. 
By the corollary to eorem 6.1 it is clear that: 
(A *)lk = (A *)I[, : k. 11 A 11: k-l][k : nl (A [k : n][k : ,,])!I 
= bik-1’ 
by th<z induction hypothesis. Cl 
Note that the 
guarantees that 
ypothesis (i) is not use 
statement 5 of the algorit 
of correctness it on 
. 
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